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There is a confirmed link between sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs)
and surface weather. Here we find significant differences in the strength of
surface and ocean responses for splitting and displacement SSWs, classified
using a new straightforward moment analysis technique. In an intermediate
general circulation model splitting SSWs possess an enhanced ability to affect the surface climate demonstrating the need to treat the two types individually. Following SSWs the North Atlantic surface wind stress curl weakens, compared to its climatological winter state, for over 30 days: this is also
evident in NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The effect of anomalies associated with
SSWs on the ocean is analysed in the IGCM4. The splitting SSW composite displays strong anomalies in the implied Ekman heat flux and net atmospheresurface flux, modifying the mixed layer heat budget. Our results highlight
that different SSW types need to be simulated in coupled stratospheric/tropospheric/ocean
models.
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1. Introduction
During a major sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) the stratospheric polar vortex
becomes greatly disturbed and the normal westerly flow regime is reversed [Andrews et al.,
1987]. There is a confirmed link between SSW events and the descent of negative Northern
Annular Mode index (NAM) anomalies [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] which can modify
the surface climate at mid-high latitudes [Mitchell et al., 2013, (hereafter M13)]. However,
little work has been conducted into the potential effect on ocean circulation. Reichler
et al. [2012] demonstrated the interaction of strong polar vortex events with the North
Atlantic Ocean through surface wind stress anomalies and latent and sensible heat flux.
This was conducted in a model with low stratospheric variability when compared to
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction National - Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis. There is also a link, demonstrated by Marshall
et al. [2001] and Zhai et al. [2014], between the phase of the surface NAM and ocean
circulation communicated via downwelling rates and Ekman dynamics. A key question is:
how do anomalies associated with SSWs make their way into the ocean system and is the
response dependent on SSW type? The purpose of this study is to investigate the surface
impacts associated with the two main types of SSWs; splitting and displacement events.
Particular focus will be on the surface wind stress and the net atmosphere-surface flux that
lead to changes in the mixed layer heat budget. This work follows that of Reichler et al.
[2012] but from a new perspective of the influence of different SSW types on the ocean.
An atmosphere-only general circulation model is utilised to isolate the direct influence of
SSW events.
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2. The IGCM4 and Methodology
The Intermediate General Circulation Model (IGCM) is a primitive equation atmospheric model which uses spherical geometry. It is based on the baroclinic model of
Hoskins and Simmons with the developmental history of the first version summarised by
Blackburn [1985].
The IGCM4 is implemented with a horizontal resolution of T42, approximately 2.8◦ ,
and run for a 200 year period. There are 35 sigma levels with a model lid at 0.1 hPa.
There are 3 sigma levels above 1 hPa, 13 in the stratosphere and 19 in the troposphere.
Ozone and sea surface temperatures are prescribed monthly using climatologies of monthly
means. A gravity wave drag scheme is utilised based on Lindzen [1981] which conserves
momentum. December to February climatologies are produced and compare favourably
to a climatology derived from ERA-40 data between 1959 and 2002 [Uppala et al., 2005].
The daily variability of zonal winds in the IGCM4, poleward of 30◦ N, is comparable to
reanalysis. For further details on the IGCM4 see Joshi et al. [2014].
2.1. SSW Identification and Classification Algorithm
The SSW identification algorithm is based upon the technique of Charlton and Polvani
[2007], hereafter CP07. This isolates SSW ‘central dates’ when the zonal mean zonal wind
at 10hPa and 60◦ N reverses and becomes easterly. Final warmings and duplicates of SSW
central dates are also removed following CP07. The winter period is reduced to DecemberMarch to avoid Canadian Warmings. There is one additional criterion included to ensure
there is a warming poleward of 50◦ N to adhere more closely to the WMO definition.
Spatial averages of the temperature field are calculated for the regions 50-70◦ N and 70-
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90◦ N at 10hPa. If the polar region is colder than the surrounding area then the WMO
criterion is violated and this central date is removed. This method isolates 113 events
which are further subdivided into splits and displacements using 2D moment analysis
applied to potential vorticity on the 850 Kθ-level.
Mitchell et al. [2011] successfully used moment analysis to describe SSWs; the methodology is in turn based upon works by Waugh [1997], Waugh and Randel [1999] and Matthewman et al. [2009]. A moment is the quantitative measure of the shape of a set of twodimensional data points. Matthewman et al. [2009] further developed the equations to
include kurtosis. A kurtosis of 1 describes a Gaussian distribution, a lower or negative
kurtosis indicates a large spread around the centre of the polar vortex which is indicative
of a splitting event. The condition set to define a SSW split event is a drop in kurtosis
below -0.1 in the 20 days surrounding the zonal mean zonal wind reversal at 10hPa and
60◦ N (following Matthewman et al. [2009]); otherwise the event is a displacement.
2.2. SSWs in the IGCM4
SSWs are identified and classified, as outlined in section 2.1, and benchmarks formulated
by CP07 are used to assess SSWs in the IGCM4. Overall the 113 events yield a frequency
of 0.57 (0.05) events per year, with standard error in parentheses. This falls within the
benchmark of 0.6 (0.1) events per year. The meridional heat flux (averaged over the
20 days leading up to the event dates and between 45◦ N and 75◦ N) is a proxy for the
wave activity entering from the troposphere and is also within standard error of the CP07
value at 7.1 (0.4) K m s−1 compared to the benchmark of 8.5 (1.0) K m s−1 . There are
48 splitting SSWs and 65 displacements. The ratio of splits to displacements is 0.74 and
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is close to the value found in CP07 of 0.86. The overall strength of events at 10 hPa,
measured by the deceleration of zonal wind and warming of the polar cap, is slightly
weak. The average wind deceleration at 60◦ N and 10 hPa is calculated as the difference
in zonal mean zonal wind from 15 to 5 days prior to the central date minus that from 0 to
5 days after the central date. For both SSW types the average deceleration is 20.2 (0.7)
m s−1 this is outside the benchmark of 26.2 (1.8). Coupling with the troposphere is of
the correct magnitude with an average 100 hPa polar cap temperature anomaly, between
90◦ N and 50◦ N and 5 days around the central date, of 1.9 (0.1) K which is within the
benchmark of 2.0 (0.3) K. This displays that the disturbance in the stratospheric polar
vortex is descending into the troposphere and has an adequate strength.
2.3. Variable Formulation
Climatologies are calculated by averaging over individual days and anomalies are taken
as departures from the climatology to remove seasonality. The bulk aerodynamic formula
presented in Forster et al. [2000] is applied over the ocean to compute the surface wind
stress. From this the vertical component of curl is taken to formulate the surface wind
stress curl.
To view the surface impacts following SSWs, anomaly fields are averaged from event
onset (lag 0) to 30 days after (lag +30) and labelled the mature stage following M13. A
further stage is assessed from 30 to 60 days (lag +60) following the events and is termed
the decay stage.
The NAM anomaly is formulated directly from daily zonal mean geopotential height
anomalies poleward of 20◦ N, following the work of Baldwin and Thompson [2009] and is
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optimised to assess daily stratosphere-troposphere coupling. The NAM anomaly at each
model level is then rescaled to have unit variance [Mitchell et al., 2013] allowing for direct
comparison throughout the entire atmospheric column.
Composites of anomaly fields are produced for the identified split and displacement
events to determine the average behaviour following a SSW and the difference is calculated
by subtracting the displacement from the splitting composite. A paired students t-test
(or a Welch’s test for unequal sample variances) is used to assess the probability that the
anomalies would occur given that the null hypothesis was true. For anomaly fields the
null hypothesis states that there is no difference between the anomaly data surrounding
a SSW event (for the time frame of interest) and the anomaly data averaged for each
winter season. This test assesses the probability that the anomalies surrounding the SSW
events are typical of winter behaviour and could have occurred randomly. If this chance
is less than 5% the data is stippled and not insignificant. For the difference fields (split
composite minus displacement) a paired t-test is used with a null hypothesis that there
is no difference between the splitting and displacement composites, again p-values of less
than 0.05 are stippled.

3. Results
3.1. NAM Anomaly
The descent of NAM anomalies associated with splitting and displacement SSWs is
presented in Figure 1 and should be compared to Figure 4 of M13 who investigated
surface impacts following SSWs in ERA-40 reanalysis. Our results show similarities with
M13. In the stratosphere there is a positive anomaly leading up to event onset, lag 0,
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which is stronger for displacements. The negative anomaly appears before lag 0 in both
cases and peaks just after an event occurrence in the middle stratosphere. The difference
between splitting and displacement composites is displayed in Figure 1(c). The negative
anomaly leading up to lag 0, throughout the entire atmospheric column, is significantly
stronger for the splitting composite. The maximum strength in the middle stratosphere
at lag 0 is around -3 for displacements and -2.5 for splits which is significantly different.
The displacement composite may have more impact in the middle stratosphere, at lag 0,
but possesses less ability to descend to the surface. For the splitting composite there is a
persistent negative surface anomaly appearing just prior to event onset and lasts for over
30 days. It has a peak strength of around -1. The surface impact in the displacement
composite is significantly weaker and more intermittent. The displacement peak impact
occurs in the decay period (lag +30 to +60). Splitting events have a heightened ability
to affect the surface climate in the IGCM4, this is insensitive to the number of ensemble
members and shows similar, albeit noisier, behaviour when composite plots are created
using SSW events having central dates in one particular winter month. Negative NAM
anomalies have similar life spans in the stratosphere for both types of SSW, although
appear to last slightly longer for splits. In both cases there is a return to normal conditions
60 days after an event.
The NAM anomaly behaviour in the IGCM4 is similar to the findings of M13. However,
there is a difference worthy of noting. For the splitting composite the anomaly descent
from the tropopause to the surface is far quicker in the model that in ERA-40, where
NAM anomalies take 15 days to reach the surface. The peak negative anomalies occur in
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the decay phase in the reanalysis and it is evident that the timescales for descent in the
IGCM4 are faster than in ERA-40.
3.2. Wind Stress Curl
NAM anomalies are often associated with surface wind stress anomalies which are important in driving a dynamical response in the ocean. Marshall et al. [2001] and Zhai
et al. [2014] showed that meridional shifts in the zero surface wind stress curl line associated with NAO anomalies (closely related to the surface NAM [Solomon et al., 2007])
drive long-term anomalous circulations in the North Atlantic Ocean. Shorter-term NAM
anomalies do also impact the ocean system as found in Reichler et al. [2012]. Here we
examine the differences in ocean impact depending on if a splitting or displacement SSW
event occurs.
We analyse the post-SSW surface state in the IGCM4 and also in NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (T62 with 28 vertical levels) [Kalnay et al., 1996], the latter using event dates isolated
in CP07. There are a total of 27 NCEP/NCAR SSW events located in CP07 with one
occurring in November which is discarded. The surface wind stress curl anomaly fields are
presented in Figures 2(a) and (b) for the IGCM4 and NCEP/NCAR reanalysis respectively. Once again the timescale for anomaly onset is faster in the model. The period with
the strongest anomalies is presented (when averaging over lag 0 to +60 the anomaly pattern is still evident and significant but weaker). Figure 2 shows good agreement between
model and reanalysis with both displaying negative NAM anomaly responses primarily
over the North Atlantic Ocean. This acts to weaken the climatological pattern (by around
30% in the IGCM4) and pulls the zero wind stress curl line equatorward in both the model
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and reanalysis. A cyclonic anomaly across the boundary between the sub-polar gyre and
sub-tropical gyre appears in agreement with the work of Marshall et al. [2001]. The shift
in the zero wind stress curl line should result in a more zonal North Atlantic Current.
3.3. Surface Energy Flux
The anomalous behaviour in the surface wind stress, highlighted in section 3.2, is communicated into the ocean on short (up to 60 day) timescales both dynamically and thermodynamically. In particular surface wind stress anomalies lead to Ekman transport
variations that induce upper ocean heat transport convergences. This transport convergence is expressed as an implied Ekman heat flux following Marshall et al. [2001] and
Visbeck et al. [2003]. The other atmospheric surface flux terms are; surface longwave radiation, surface shortwave radiation, surface latent and sensible heat terms. In this paper
the combination of these four atmospheric surface fluxes are called the net atmospheresurface flux.
The implied Ekman heat flux and the net atmosphere-surface flux are modified following
a SSW and their sum is labelled the combined upper ocean energy flux.
The anomalous net atmosphere-surface flux for the mature period in the IGCM4 is
shown in Figure 3. Behaviour in the decay period is similar and weaker. We now determine
if the surface response is different between the two types of SSW in the IGCM4. Composite
anomalies following 48 splitting events are presented in the left hand column of Figure 3
for; 3(a) the net atmosphere-surface flux (surface shortwave and longwave radiation and
surface latent and sensible heat terms), 3(d) the implied Ekman heat flux, formulated
following Marshall et al. [2001], and (g) their sum the combined upper ocean energy flux.
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The anomalies in the North Atlantic Ocean have similar spatial patterns for the splitting
and displacement composites. However, the magnitude is different with the displacement
composite anomalies being, at most, half the strength when compared to the splitting
events. This difference is significant between 45◦ N and 75◦ N for all three flux fields, as
shown in Figures 3(c), (f) and (i). This suggests that splitting and displacement SSWs
should be considered as distinct events. This is consistent with the conclusions of M13
who found that there was a need to identify vortex splitting and displacement events
individually if an accurate understanding of influence on the surface climate was to be
achieved.
For the splitting SSWs the surface fluxes in the North Atlantic Ocean following event
onset are strong and would modify the mixed layer heat budget (see Equation 4 of Screen
et al. [2010]). The net atmosphere-surface flux, Figure 3(a), displays anomalous fluxes
into the ocean over the sub-polar gyre and out of the ocean over the sub-tropical gyre.
This anomalous pattern is slightly different in the implied Ekman heat flux, Figure 3(c),
which is weaker and shifted equatorward. The implied Ekman heat flux provides a nonnegligible contribution. The combined upper ocean energy flux, Figure 3(e), has strong
anomalous fluxes, over 50 W m−2 , into the ocean between 65◦ N and 40◦ N and anomalous
fluxes out of the ocean, up to 40 W m−2 , from 40◦ N to 25◦ N. Note that once the net
atmosphere-surface flux is considered in conjunction with the implied Ekman heat flux
the transition between anomalous positive and negative flux is shifted equatorward. This
is important because the Ekman response acts to ‘pull’ the positive flux into the ocean
towards regions of shallower mixed layer depth enabling the anomaly to have a more
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significant impact on the ocean heat budget. Overall the signal is one of cooling in the
sub-tropical gyre and warming in the sub-polar gyre with exact magnitude of change being
dependent on the local mixed layer depth. A more detailed quantification of this impact
requires a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model that takes into account
both dynamic (implied Ekman heat flux) and thermodynamic (net atmosphere-surface
flux) ocean heating, as well as spatial variations in mixed layer depth.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
We have investigated splitting and displacement sudden stratospheric warmings in the
IGCM4; a model which represents the stratospheric circulation and SSW behaviour well.
There is a heightened ability for anomalies associated with splitting events to descend
into the troposphere and reach the surface. There are negative NAM anomalies in the
troposphere for the splitting composite which last for over 30 days. This behaviour is
consistent with the findings of Mitchell et al. [2013] but the timescales are different.
Anomalies in the IGCM4 rapidly travel through the atmospheric column and reach the
surface whereas this takes up to 15 days in reanalysis. This timescale difference is also
observed in the surface fields.
In both the IGCM4 and NCEP/NCAR reanalysis datasets there is a weakening of the climatological winter surface wind stress patterns following SSW events. In the IGCM4 there
are significant anomalies in the surface wind stress following SSWs, which are stronger for
the splitting composite, providing a pathway for SSWs to interact with ocean dynamics.
The surface wind stress anomalies generate anomalous implied Ekman heat fluxes which,
once combined with the net atmosphere-surface fluxes, alter the mixed layer heat budget.
c 2014 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.

This work shows that the source of memory from ocean impacts following SSWs is mainly
due to splitting events which could be useful in interpreting other model results that show
an ocean response to stratospheric forcing (e.g. Scaife et al. [2013]). The displacement
events do not have the same impact on the surface climate and ocean; this is consistent
with the results of Mitchell et al. [2013]. When considering ocean impacts splitting and
displacement SSWs should be considered as separate phenomena. Reichler et al. [2012]
assessed the surface and ocean responses following strong polar vortex events (in a sense
a comparable phenomenon to SSWs but with the opposite magnitude). This study finds
a similar spatial pattern in the anomalous surface fluxes but also includes the radiative
and implied Ekman transport induced terms to provide a more complete understanding
of the surface flux behaviour.
Our results highlight the need for different SSW types to be simulated in coupled stratospheric/tropospheric/ocean models. While this paper has focused on the impacts from
the atmosphere into the ocean, a fully coupled model would provide more insight into how
these anomalies interact and propagate in a dynamical ocean and also include potential
feedback mechanisms.
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